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For a given sequence o = (.x(k)); ,, in U’. U = S/I. let S(w) denote the set of 
all boxes I in Ii‘ with bounded discrepancy function. i.e.. 
o-1 
s”P \‘ (1,(x(k)) ~ volume(l)) < tm. 0 k-U 
I, the characteristic function of I. In this paper the set S(w) is studied for a type of 
sequences generalizing the Halton-sequences. S(w) is completely determined in the 
one-dimensional case. In higher dimensions the subset 
/I= IS1 lo.p,I.o<p;< l:lES(u)j 
i I 
of S(w) is determined and a necessary condition on the elements of S(w) is proved. 
The methods used in the proofs belong to ergodic theory. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let OJ = (x(k))k”_” be a sequence in U”, U = R/M and s > 1. Let m denote 
the Lebesgue-measure on US as well as on U, distinguishable by the context. 
A subset I of U” is called a “box” if I = I, x . . . x I,, where each I, is a 
subinterval of U. In the following, the characteristic function of a box I will 
be denoted by 1,. 
The function 
l,(x) = ; 
i 
n-1 
.K E I, 
otherwise. 
D(n, co, I) = \‘ 
h-(I 
(l,WN - m(l)) 
is called the “discrepancy function” o f I taken at the first rz points of w. 
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Remark 1.1. w is uniformly distributed modulo 1 (u.d. mod 1) if and 
only if 
lim l/n D(n, (0, I) = 0 for every box I in U’. 
n-1x 
Let 
S(w) := {Z, I box in U”: s;p i&n. w, 1)i < i-co }. 
W. M. Schmidt [ IO] has shown that for any sequence o 
is at most countable. 
{m(I): I E S(u)} 
It is of interest to determine S(w) for a given sequence LU. This problem is 
related to ergodic theory (see Liardet 161, Petersen IS], Shapiro [ 111 and 
Veech (121). 
So far, results have been established in dimension one only. S(to) has been 
determined-at least in part-in three cases: 
(i) for the sequence (0 = ((liO})r-O of fractional parts of integer 
multiples of some irrational number d by Kesten 15 1, 
(ii) for the van-der-Corput-sequence by W. M. Schmidt 191 and L. 
Shapiro [ 111, 
(iii) for generalizations of the van-der-Corput-sequence by Hellekalek 
13 ] and, more extensively, Faure [ 2 1. 
In the last two cases only the intervals I of the form ~O,/J’[ with I E S(U) 
have been determined. P. Liardet has informed the author that he has 
succeded in determining S(w) in higher dimensions in case (i) (see 17 I). 
In this paper S(o) will be studied in U” for a generalization UJ of the 
Halton-sequences: For 1 < i ,< s, let qi = (qi(k)): , be a sequence of integers 
qi(k) > 2 for all k. Put q = (q, ,..., 4,). For g E h. one defines 
Pi(g) := 4j(’ 1 ’ “. ’ 4i(g)* 
Pi(O) := 1. 
Remark 1.2. Throughout this paper it will be assumed that the 
sequences qi fulfill the following condition: 
g.C.d.(p,(li)~ Pj(k)) = I for all i # j, for all k E Pd. 
If L, denotes the set of nonnegative integers, then any k E L + has a 
unique q,-adic representation 
k = T’ ai pi(j) 
,S 
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with digits ai E (0, l,..., qi(j + 1) - 1 }, 1 < i < s. One defines the radical- 
inverse function Qi to the base qi by 
@ifk) := ” Ui(j)/pi(j + 1). 
,T(l 
Let 
O(k) := (Q,(k),..., Q,(k)). 
DEFINITION 1.1. The sequence w := (Q(k))::_ is called a “q-adic 
sequence in Us.” 
Remark 1.3. If qi(j) = qi for all j, then o is a Halton-sequence. This 
concept of q-adic sequences can be somewhat extended. Let Ci = (oi(j)),,TY, 
be a sequence of permutations ai of the sets (0, l,..., qi(j + 1) -- 1 } and 
put z = (C, ,..., z,). Define 
Q”(k) := \“- u,(j)(u,(j))/p,( j + 1) modulo one, 
pi 
ai as above. Let 
Q’(k) := (Q”(k),..., Q’?(k)). 
DEFINITION 1.2. The sequence w := (Q’(k)),“_, is called a “C-q-adic 
sequence in US.” 
Remark 1.4. In Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 below let C be such that for each 
i, 1 ,< i < s, a,(j)(O) # qi(j + 1) - 1 for infinitely many j. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let cu be a C-q-adic sequence in U’ and let I = 
1, x . .. x I, be a box in U”. Zf I E S(w), then for all i. 1 < i < s, 
m(li) E (ai/Pi(gi): ai, gi E z’, gi 2 O3 O < ai < Pi(gi) 1. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let w be a E-q-adic sequence in II”. If I = II;= , [ai, /li[ 
with CL; = bi/‘pi(hi), pi - ai = ailpi( 0 < pi -- ai < 1 and ai. bi, gj and hi 
nonnegative integers, 0 < ai ,< pi(gi), 0 ,< bi < p,(h,), 1 < i < s, then 
I E S(0). 
COROLLARY 1.1. f’Z=Z, x ... x Z,y is a box in U” such that Ii =: 10, pi[, 
0 < pi < 1, then I is in S(w) ij” and on~~~ $ m(Z,) = pi = a,/p,(g,) for all i, 
1 <i<s (ai andg, as in Theorem 1.1). 
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THEOREM 1.3. If o is a C-q-adic sequence in U, C arbitrary, then 
S(0) = {Z: m(Z) = a/p(g), a and g nonnegative integers, 0 < a < p(g)}. 
2. THE PROOF 
In the following. let q = (q, ,..., q,) b e as in Remark 1.2 and let cu be as in 
Definition 1.1, 
2.1. The q-adic integers. For the basic properties of the set of q-adic 
integers, the reader is referred to 141. Let G(q;) denote the compact metric 
abelian group of the q,-adic integers. The elements of G(qi) can be viewed 
either as 
(i) infinite sequences of the form x = (si( j)),?,, with digits xi(j) E 
(0, l,..., qi(j + 1) - 1 }, j > 0, or as 
(ii) formal series 
" xi(j) Pi(j), - xi(j) as above. 
i-o 
Note that the subset Z+ of nonnegative integers is dense in G(q;). 
The transformation 
Si: G(qi) + G(qi), 
SJX) := x + 1, 
1 = (zi(j)),?, with z,(O) = 1 and zi(j) = 0 for j > 1, is a homeomorphism 
onto G(qi). The pair (G(qi), Si) is a uniquely ergodic dynamical system, the 
unique S,-invariant measure being the normalized Haar measure hi on G(qj) 
(for these notions, see [ 13 I). 
Let 
G = G(q,) x ... x G(q,). 
The product is understood to be the direct product in the measure-theoretic 
as well as in the group-theoretic sense. 
DEFINITION 2.1. The group G is called “the group of q-adic integers.” 
Let S:G+G, 
S(x , . . . . . X$) := (S,(x,) ,...) S,(x,)). 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. (i) S is a homeomorphism onto G. 
(ii) (G, S) is a minimal dynamical system. 
(iii) (G, S) is uniquely ergodic, the unique S-invariant measure being 
the normalized Haar-measure h on G. 
(iv) The sequence (Sk(0))r, is well-distributed in G, 0 = (O,..., 0). 
Proof: (i) Trivial. 
(ii) The condition on the bases qi (see Remark 1.2) ensures that the 
positive semi-orbit (Sk(O): k E Z + } of 0 is dense in G. As a consequence, the 
positive semi-orbit of any element of G is dense in G. 
(iii) Any minimal rotation of a compact group is uniquely ergodic. 
(iv) Follows from (iii). 1 
Consider next the dual group d of G, i.e., the group of continuous 
characters of G. If &qi) denotes the dual group of G(q,), then any x E G is 
represented by its “components” xi E d(qi) such that 
x(x ,,...,x,)=x,(x,)...x,(x,). 
Obviously, x is uniquely determined by its value in the element 1 q = (I,..., 1) 
of G. The character x E G with 
where gi > 0, 0 < a, ,< pi(gi) - I, will from now on be denoted by x(a, g), 
a = (a, ,..., as), g = (g, ,..., g,). If x = (x1, . . . . xs), xi = (q(j>>,‘l,,, then 
xb g. xl = !I[ exp (ai F: xitj)l(9iU + l) “’ 4i(6i)l)~ 
For gi E N define 
Let 
Ai := (xi E G(q,): xi(j) = 0 for 0 < j < gi - 1 }, 
d,(O) := G(qJ. 
d(g) :=f4,(g,) x ... x I,, g = (8, 3...* g,). 
Remark 2.1. For all g = (g, ,..., g,) and all a = (a, ,..., a,), the character 
x(a, g, ) is constant on the sets x + d(g), where x = (x, ,..., x,~) with 
xi(j)=0 forj> gi, 1 <i<s. 
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Let EV(G, S) denote the set of eigenvalues of (G, S), i.e., the set of eigen- 
values of the linear operator 
U,:L2(G,h)+L2(G,h), 
Us(f) := f 0 s. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. (i) d is an orthonormal basis of L’(G, h). 
(ii) EV(G,S)= (x(a, g, l):x(a, g, )E 61. 
Proof. (i) Is well known. 
(ii) Trivial. 1 
2.2. The radical-inverse fimction. Let .Y = (s, ,.... s,) E G. so si E G(qi). 
Define 
Cp,: G(qi) + iJ, 
cPi(.Yi) := ;. 
,Tl 
.Yi(j)/pi( j + 1) mod 1. 
DEFINITION 2.2. The function @: G + U”, @(.Y, ,..., x,) := (@,(x,) ,..., 
@,(x,)). is called “the radical-inverse function to the base 9.” @ relates U‘ to 
the system (G, S). 
DEFINITION 2.3. (i) Let b and h be integers, h > 0 and 0 <b < 
p,(h) - 1. An interval of the form 
lb/Pi(h)- (b + 1 )/Pi(h) I 
is called an “elementary q,-adic interval” in I/ (1 < i < s). 
(ii) A Cartesian product of elementary q,-adic intervals 
! I \  lai/Pi(gi)~ (ai + l )/Pi(Si)l 
is called an “elementary q-adic box” in U‘. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. (i) @ is continuous and surjective. 
(ii) @ is injective otz the set G - H, H := (x E G: 3i, 1 <i< s: 
.Yi E z + }. 
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(iii) Ifg= (g,,..., g,)EZ\ andx=(x , ,..., xs) E G with x,(j) = 0 for 
j> gi, 1 <i<s, then 
@tx + ‘(g)) = (1 [ @i(“i)q @iCxi) + ‘/Pi(g 
i-l 
Thus @ is measure-preserving. Note further that the box is closed. 
(iv) The sequence w  = (@(k))rmo is well distributed in I/‘. 
Proof: (i) Each Qi clearly has these properties. 
(ii) Qi is injective on G(qi) - Z + . 
(iii) Follows easily from the definition of @. 
(iv) For any f E C(V), f o @ E C(G). Therefore (Proposition 2.l(iv)) 
lim 
n-rm 
l/n 7-l f o @(Sk+‘O) = [ f o @ dh 
k:O . (7 
uniformly in I E Z + . 
Further 
( fo@dh=( fdm. 
-G‘ . (‘7 
2.3. The induced transformation. @ induces a transformation T on U‘. 
Let JJ = (JJ, ,..., ~1,) E US with ~1~ = xi< o xi(j)/pi(j + 1) such that xi(j) # 
qi(j + 1) ~ 1 for infinitely many j, 1 < i < s. The q,-adic representation of J’~ 
is then unique. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let y E U” and x E G as above. The transformation T: 
Li” + u”, To>) := @(S(x)) is called “the induced transformation.” 
PROPOSITION 2.4. (i) T is continuous on U’- Q(H), H as in 
Proposition 2.3. 
(ii) Tpreserves m. 
Proof (i) Follows from Proposition 2.3. 
(ii) T maps the interior of elementary q-adic boxes bijectively onto the 
interior of elementary q-adic boxes of same sidelengths. 1 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let g = (g,,..., g,), gi > 0, and a = (a,,..., a,) with 0 < 
a, < pi(gi) - 1. Let 
Y  E 1’1 l@i(zi)2 @iCzi) + l/Pi(gi)l~ 
i=l 
where z = (z, ,..., z,), zi(j) = 0 for j > gi. 
h4I'IX;l 4 
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(i) One defines the function y(a, g, ): Us + & by 
y(a3 g, !I) := x(a, g, z), x@, g, > E 6. 
(ii) The set 
r := (~(a, g, ): a, g E z: ,0 G ai < pi(gj) - 1, 1 < i G s t 
is called the set of “generalized q-adic Rademacher functions.” 
For g = (g, . . . . . 8,). gi > 0, let 
Q(g) := f: u” + C: f is constant on every elementary q-adic box 
! I !  lbi/Pi(gih tbi + l)/PiCSi,I j .  
Let 
PROPOSITION 2.5. (i) fcJ2. 
(ii) Any function in 0 is a finite linear combination of elements of r 
with complex coefficients. 
(iii) ~(a, g, ) = y(a, g, ) o @ h-almost everywhere. 
(iv) r is an orthonormal sJ)stem in L2(US, m), the set ofJinite complex 
linear combinations of elements of r being dense in L2(Ur, m). 
Proof: (i) y(a, g, ) E Q(g) for all g. 
(ii) It is easily seen that any element of Q(g) is a finite linear 
combination of the functions )~(a, g, ). 
(iii) Follows from the definition of y(a, g, ). 
(iv) All one has to show for the first property is 
1 y(a, g, x) dm = 0 
,,’ 
except when ~(a, g, ) is the trivial character in 6. But this is certainly true. 
The finite linear combinations of elements of Q are dense in L’(U”, m), so 
the second statement holds. 
The transformation T on U’ induces an operator U,- on L ‘( u”. m), 
U,(f) :=f 0 T. 
Note that U, operates on the equivalence classes of functions. 
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PROPOSITION 2.6. (i) U, is an isometry of L2(US, m) and for all 
f: U,(f) = f o T m-almost everywhere. 
(ii) Iff is Riemann-integrable on US, so is f o T. 
(iii) EV(US, T) = EV(G, S). 
Proof (i) Let ?(a, g, > E r. Then U,(y(a, g, )I = x(a. g, 1) y(a, g, ) 
m-a.e. 
(ii) If f is Riemann-integrable, then f is continuous m-almost 
everywhere. But then f 0 T is continuous almost everywhere, hence 
Riemann-integrable. 
(iii) Follows from (i) and Proposition 2.5(iv). 
ForfEL2(US,m),letf,:=f+U,.(f)+~~~+U”,~’(f).n>1. 
COROLLARY 2.1. If f is Riemann-integrable on US, then f,, is Riemann- 
integrable. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let f be Riemann-integrable on US. Then for all n > 1 
k-l 
ilf,ll: = !\z l/k \’ If(@(i)) + ... + f(@(i + n - 1))j’. 
,ro 
Proof. w is u.d. mod 1, therefore by Corollary 2.1 
k-l 
llf,il: = ji; l/k z. lf,(@(i))l’. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let f E L2(US, m). Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) supn IIfA < +a- 
(ii) 3gEL’(U”,m):f=g-go Tm-a.e. 
Proof. (ii) implies (i). To see that (i) implies (ii) one uses the idea 
introduced in [ 8 1. One defines 
V: L2(US, m)+ L2(US. m), V(h) := f + U,(h) 
and proves by the same method as Petersen that V has a fixed point (see 
also [ 1 I). 
LEMMA 2.3. Let I be a box in U”. If sup,, iD(n, CO, I)1 < +-a~, then 
3 g E L2(US, m): l,(x) - m(Z) = g(x) - g o T(x) m-a.e. 
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Proof: Let f(x) = l,(x) - m(1). If supn iD(n, w, Z)I < C, 
supn ilf,ilz < 2C. Lemma 2.2 gives the result. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let w be a q-adic sequence in U” and let I = I, x 
be a box in Us. If 
sup 1 D(rt, 0.). I)1 < +co. ,1 
therz necessaril) 
(i) exp(m(Z)) E EV(U”, T) and 
. . 
then 
x 1, 
(ii) for each i, 1 <i< s, m(fi) E (ailpi( a;, gi E L +, 0 < ai < 
Piki) 1. 
ProoJ Put f(x) := l,(s) - m(1) and A.(.Y;) := l,,(xi) ~ m(l,). By 
Lemma 2.3, there exists a g in L2(Us, m) such that 
f(s) = g(x) ~ g 0 T(s) tn-a.e. (2.1) 
But then 
ev-NO) = ev(g(x)) ev-g 0 T(x)). 
Let G(x) := exp( g(.u)). Then G( T(x)) = exp(m(Z)) G(x) m-a.e. Therefore 
exp(m(l)) E EV(U’, 7). 
To prove (ii) one expresses (2.1) in terms of the Fourier-coefficients off 
and g. The equivalent of (2.1) for the functions f, will then follow. Let 
c(b, h) = /_ f(x) y(b. h, x) dm 
and 
d(b, h) = 1. g(x) y(b, h, x) dm, 
b = (b, . . . . . b, ), h = (h I ,..., h,Y), hi > 0, and 0 < bj < p,(hi) - 1. Then, by (2.1). 
c(b, h I= d(b, h )( 1 ~ x(b, h, 1)) 
for all b and h such that not all bj and not all hi are zero. Further 
~(0, 0, x) = ~(0, h, x) for all .Y in U’. 
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Therefore 
c(0, 0) = c(0, h) = 0 for all h in Z:. 
Without loss of generality one may assume that 
1. gdm=O. 
. (.’ 
Therefore d(0, 0) = d(0, h) = 0. Then g E L’(u”, m) implies 
llgll; = “’ \“ Ic(b, h)12/I 1 -,y(b, h, 1)12 < +co, -- 
h h 
where J-311 denotes CF,=, . . . C;irr,, not all hi zero simultaneously, and 1; 
denotes Ypl(hl)P’ -h,pO . . . pr,‘js,‘- 1. not all bi = 0 simultaneously. Then for each i, 
IGiGs, 
pi(hi, I 
\‘ IO. W/l 1 -X(b, h, 1)12 < +a. (2.2) 
hi= I h,= I 
hj=O.j#i 
For those hi and bi above, 
X(b, h, 1) = Xi(bi 
and 
c(b, h) = ci(bi, hi) 
where 
ci(bi, hi) = [ fi(xi) yi(bi, hi, xi) dm. 
. I’ 
Therefore (2.2) implies that there exists a function gj E L2(U, m) such that 
fi = gi - gi 0 Ti m-a.e., Ti the ith coordinate of T. 
Then 
exp(m(Zi)) E EV(U, Ti). 
But EV(U. Ti) = EV(G(qi), SJ. 1 
2.4. Elementary methods. In Theorem 2.1 the necessary conditions for a 
box I to be in S(o) have been established. The next lemma is the basis for 
the following. 
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LEMMA 2.4. Let I = nj=, [ailpi( (ai + 1 )/pi(gi)[ be an elementary q- 
adic box in Us. Then 
ProoJ: Let a,/p,(g,) = Qi(zi), where zi E L + , 0 < zi < pi(gi) - 1. Then 
Q(k) is in I if and only if k = zi mod pi(gi), 1 < i < S. Therefore 
In/PI < \’ l,(W))< [n/P] + 1, 
kl0 
THEOREM 2.2. Let w be a q-adic sequence in Us and let Ii = [ai, ail, 
where a,. = bi/pi(hi), pi - ai = ailpi( ai, bi, gi and hi nonnegative integers 
andO</3-ai<l. ThenI=Z,x~~~xZ,isinS(cu). 
Proof I can be split into finitely many disjoint elementary q-adic boxes, 
say, J,, 1 < r < M. But then 
D(n, co, I) = ‘? D(n, w, J,) - 
r-1 
and therefore 
Remark 2.2. The trivial bound for the discrepancy function used in 
Theorem 2.2 can be improved in the following way: Let Ii, oi and pi as 
before. Assume that gi > hi and that there are exactly wi (~1~ > 1) nonzero 
digits in the q,-adic representation of m(Ii) = ,!Ii - ai, say, 
withO<k’, < ... < kL,i and ai E ( 1, 2 ,..., qi(kj + 1) - 1 }. Then 
II’ I ,I‘( 7 7 
sup lD(n, w, I)1 < \ ... 
n 
\’ 1 1 (qi(ki, + 1) - 1). 
it= I j,-I i=l 
For a Halton-sequence to the base q = (q, ,..., qs) the bound reduces to 
One proves this estimate by decomposing each Ii into those elementary qi- 
adic intervals given by the q,-adic representation of m(Zi) above. In this way 
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one obtains a decomposition of I into elementary q-adic boxes and the result 
follows easily. 
The next theorem gives S(w) in dimension one. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let w  be a q-adic sequence in U, q = (q(k))?=, . Then 
S(w) = (I interval: m(Z) = a/p(g), a and g in L + , 0 < a < p(g)}. 
Proof: By Theorem 2.1, I E S(w) implies m(Z) = a/p(g). For the 
converse, let Z be an elementary q-adic interval of length l/p(g) and let 
Z+u:= (x+a:xinZ}, 0 < a < 1 arbitrary. 
Then D(n, w, I) = D(n, w, Z + CX) whenever n is an integer multiple of p(g). 
For arbitrary n one has 
1 zqn. u. I) - qn, w, I + a)1 < 1. 
Z is in S(o), therefore Z + a is in S(o) for all a: 0 < a < 1. 
2.5. The case of Z-q-adic sequences. So far, the proofs apply to q-adic 
sequences only. In the following it will be outlined how to solve the general 
case. 
Let Ci = (ui(j))~, be a sequence of permutations ai of the sets {0, l,..., 
qi(j + 1) - 1) with o,(j)(O) # qi(j + 1) - 1 for infinitely many j. Put C = 
F , ,.... C,). Let 
c’i: G(qi) + G(qi) 
and define 
fi(-Ki) I= (Ui(j)(Xi(j)))p 0 9 eKi = (xj(j)),JYI (J 3 
EG+G 
2(X I ,..., XJ := (,q(x,) ,..., &(xs)). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. (i) .f is a homeomorphism onto G. 
(ii) Let g = (g, ,..,, g,$), gi > 0, and let .X = (x, ,..., x,) E G with 0 < 
xi < pi(gi) - 1. Then 
2(x + A(g)) = z + A(g) 
with 0 < zi < pi(gi) - 1, zi(j) = ai(j)(xi(j)) for 0 < j < gi - 1 and zi(j) = 0 
for j > gi. Therefore 2 permutes the sets x + A(g), x and g as above. 
(iii) The sequence (2 0 Sk(O))?=, is well distributed in (G, h). 
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Proqfi (i) Trivial. 
(ii) Follows easily from the definition of c”. 
(iii) For any f E C(G), f 0 2 is in C(G) and further 
j(,fdh = 1’ f o fdh. 
I .’ G 
The result is then easily obtained. 
In analogy to the preceding chapters one defines Cp”: G + U’, @’ := @ 0 2. 
Then @’ is continuous and measure-preserving. @’ induces a transformation 
Tr on (I” in the following way. Let J’ E U’ and x E G, .Y and JJ as in 
Definition 2.4. Then 
T’(y) := @‘(S of-~‘(x)). 
Tz has the same properties as T. The set Z(C) of “generalized X-q-adic 
Rademacher functions” is defined accordingly. Let 4’ and i be as in 
Definition 2.5. Let x E G with aj(j)(xi(j)) = zi(j) for 0 < j< gj - 1 and 
xi(j)=0 forj>g,. 1 <i<s. Then 
y(a. g, .v) := x(a. g. s). x(a, g, 16 G. 
The operator induced by T” on L’(U’. m) has the same properties as U, . 
The condition on C (see Remark 1.4) is necessary to guarantee T’(@‘(i)) = 
@“(i+ 1) for iE ?!+. 
Remark 2.3. If ,!Y is as in Remark 1.4, then Theorem 2.1 holds for C-q- 
adic sequences. The proof is the same as in the case of q-adic sequences. 
Remark 2.4. If C is as in Remark 1.4, then Theorem 2.2 holds for C-q- 
adic sequences. This is easily seen if one notes that Lemma 2.4 remains 
unchanged. 
THEOREM 2.3’. Let q = (q(k)),“’ , be a sequence of integers q(k) > 2 and 
C = (o(j));<=, a sequence of permutations subject to the condition of 
Remark 1.4. If w is a C-q-adic sequence in U. then 
S(w) = {Z interoal: m(Z) = a/p(g), 
a and g nonnegative integers, 0 < a < p(g)). 
Proof. The necessary condition on m(Z) follows from Remark 2.3. To see 
that this condition is sufficient, one considers first an interval Z of the form 
z= I@(X)? @J(x) + I/p(g)[ 
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with 0 <x < p(g) - 1. One easily verifies that I E S(w). To an arbitrary 
interval I’ = I + a, 0 < a < 1, with m(Z’) = l/p(g) one applies the argument 
used in Theorem 2.3. 
Remark 2.5. Theorem 2.3 holds for any L-q-adic sequence, C free of the 
condition of Remark 1.4. The necessary condition for m(Z) is proved by 
using the same topological conjugacy as in [3]. One only has to replace @ 
by @’ in the definition of the conjugacy (0. The suficiency of m(Z) = a/p(g) 
is seen by the same elementary considerations as those in Theorems 2.3 
and 2.3’. 
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